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Tbe main objective of a sea surveiUance sonar is the survei//ance of marine activities below tbe
waterline in selected oreas lite coasts, waterways, navaJ bases and oil plotforms.

The sea surveillance sonar eon prove to be extremeły beneficiai in eountering illegal activities thal eon
strain a nation 's economy. These octivities include sabotage. pirausm; terrorism; smuggling and illegaJ
immlgration.

A combined sonar consisting o[ a low frequency passive system and a high frequency octive system eon
be used to detect, track and classify aJl sJJbsuiface comacts lite sJJbmarlnes, divers and diver delivery
vehicles within tts assigned eoverage orea. In case of silent sJJbmarlnes a venicaJ transmitting array is
supporting tbe detection of these targets in the law[requency range.

The system is of a flexible open archilecture so that ;1 eon eastly be lailored lo locaJ needs. As
operaiional support a sonar performance prediction system is integrated. '!'he system bas been tested:
Experimental resułt» will be shown.
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Tlae Su SarveiUaace Sonar

The sea surveillance sonar (Fig. 1) is
designed to protect installation like

� Naval bases
� Harbours
� Oil pIatforms
� Off-shore installations and equipment

The sea surveilJance sonar can be used to
detect, classify and track automatically surface
and subsurface OOlltactslike

� Mini-submarines
� Diver delivery vehicles
� Divers

within the assigned coveeage area.

The sea surveillance sonar can prove to be
extremely beneficial in countet'ing illegal
activities like

� Pirating
� Terrorism
� Smuggling
� Illegal immigration
� Drug trafficlcing

Tobie L Sonar System and Targets

The benefit of thc sea surveillance sonar will
be demonstrated on the surveillance of a harbour
and the fiUrwayto tbe harbour (Fig. 2).

A chain of sonar nodcs (Fig. 3) at tbe bottom
of the sea is seeded slong the harbour and the
fiUrway.The sonar nodes are equipped witb diver
detection sonar and communication systems.

At tbe end oftbc chain a passive sonar system
with two orthogonaI nestcd lincar arrays is
mounted at the bottom of the sea. In high noise
environments, the detection of submarines and
divCl' delivery vrhicles will be suppcrted by a
medium frequeocy active sonar systtm.

The chain of sonar nodes and the active and
passive sonar system at the end of the filirway are
connected via cables witb thc surveillance centre
in the harbour.

AW's are patrolling on predetermined routes
in a given waterdepth in thearea of interest.
Their sensor infurmation will be transmitted via
a communication link to tbc nearest bottom node
and 50 to the surveillance centre. Due to these
sensors, tbe overall detection capabilities of the
system will be increased.

Sonar System Target Target Location

combat divers surfilce to the bottom
diver detection sonar diver delivery vehicles

swimmers at tbe surfBce*

passive sonar normal and midget submarines below the surface to tbe
smalI boats** bottom

active sonar norma! and midget submarines below the surfilce to the
in very silent nut bottom

diver delivery vehicles

AW forward looking divers near the bottom

AUV side sean divers neer the bonom

AW subbottom protilers mines in the sediment

� Could aIso be detected by the ElO system
�� Positioning data could be correlated with that of the RADAR
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System Compoaents

Diver Deteetioa Sonar

This is an active high frequency sonar (Fig. .f)
capable of detecting, classifying and tracking small
targets such as divers and smali submersibles. Eac:h
system is comprised of underwater ,,acoustic nade"
and a shore unit, The acoustic nade incIudes the
transmitting array, receiving array and ,.front-end"
electronics. The shore unit incłudes signal
processing electronics, controlling computer and
operator eonsole. The acoustic nade and shore unit
are connected by an underwater cable that is
comprised of fibre-optle wires for the signals and
copper wires for the power. The acoustic nodes will
be installed inside the harbour (one in the harbour
centre and one in the entrance) and additional S - 7
acoustic nodes will be instalIed outside the harbour
to detect threats on the way to the harbour. AlI
acoustic nodes operate simu1taneously without
mutuał interference. The proposed sonar is a uaique
łarge receiving array with 360 receiving beams
resulting in excellent detection range and very low
false alarm rate performance. The sonar is also
capable ofhandling hostile acoustic jammers.

LowlMediwn Freqaeaey ActłvelPassive Sonar

This is a static sonar system (Fig. 5) comprised
oftwo horizontal nested receiving hydrophoncs line
arrays at the bottom of the sea, orthogonal to each
othec and one vectical transmiUing array for active
mode operation. The system operates at a medimn
frequency (3.7 kHz in active mode and 10 - 10 000
Hz in passive mode), The system is installed on the
sea bottom outside the harbour (about 10 - 15 km
from the harbour) and is used to detect and c1assify
small and quiet submersibles (such as SDV) and
submarines that may threat the harbour by laying
mines and launehing SDV's and divers into the
harbour. This system also will be able to detect
surface targees that should be separated from the
underwater targets by means of the sonar
cIassification capability and correlation with
information from other seasors (radar and EO
systems).

Mobile Platform

It is used to perform Wlderwater unmanned
searcb and surveillance of the harbour and its vi-
cinity. It includes sonar and TV camera as
surveillance sensors. It is realised as AUV (Fig. 6)

that is remotely controlled by wireless acoustic
comtnWlication. The mobile platform will support
long missions and f8st battery replacement.

SurveDlaaee eentre (SC)

The SC is the central integrating element of the
HSS. AlI sensor detection and classification data are
transferred to the SC for post processing
(correłation, filsion, tracking etc.), Other harbour
sensors that are not a part of the HSS (sucb as
radar, ElO and electronic Wlderwater net) will be
integrated to the SC. The SC is also connected via
data communication channeIs to other systems in
the nam base to provide compłementary
intelligence and other types of data (weather, man-
power, ete.).

The surveillance centre's primary missions are

• Presentation of a complete and comprehensive
situation (tactical) display combining the
surveillance reports originated from the various
sensors.

• Controł and coordination of defensive
engagement and target intercept activities while
encountering any intrusion attempt.

The surveillance centre's secoadary missions are

• Sensors' availability, BIT status, technical and
operatiooal readiness monitoring. fault detection
and locałisation.

• Built-in training capability enabling both
teclmicalloperational training of sensors and SC
operation and on the other hand, a combined
tactical exercise involving alt the units in the
complex operation of the harbour defence.

• Data recording for post mission play bsck.
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Fig l: Sea Surveillance Sonar
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Fig 2: Surveillance of harbour and fairway
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Fig 3: Diver detection node
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Fig 4: Diver detection sonar
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